
Pins and Needles 440-446-1484                                           Class: Monet Zipper Tote  

                                    and Drawstring Bag 

Instructor: Lori Ransom       Supply List 

*******************************************************************  

Supplies:  You will receive two separate free patterns in class. If you have all your 

pieces cut and handles made, we will be able to get at least one bag done and 

start on the second bag. We will start with the Zipper tote first.  

Fabric: 

---- One Panel for each Tote (Approximately 23x45)/ or 5/8 yard of printed fabric 

----- One and a half yards of Accent Fabric for the Zipper tote and 2 yards  for the 

Drawstring Bag for lining, straps, draw cords, etc.  Can use different fabrics.  

---- One and a half yards for the Zipper tote of fusible fleece batting and  bosal or 

stiff interfacing (your preference). Two yards of fusible fleece for the Drawstring 

bag. I used fusible fleece on the Drawstring Tote and Monet Zipper Bag, but also 

added bosal to the Zipper bag to make it firm. 

Accessories: 

16x4-1/2 Plastic Needle point or Stiffen for bottom of Zipper tote 

16” Zipper for the Zipper Bag 

Two 66” pieces of draw cord. You can make them out of material or buy pre-made 

draw cord 1/4 to 1/2”  thick for the Panel Tote. 

Snap is optional for the drawstring bag.  

 

 



Notions: 

Topstitch needle 90/14 

Matching thread or contrasting thread-Your bobbin thread should match your 
lining. 

Walking foot/digital dual feed foot/even feed foot (Optional but makes sewing 
through layers easier.) 

Marking pen  

Wonder Clips 

Pencil/pen and paper for notes 

Rotary cutter 

Best Press 

Safety Pin 

Sewing machine in good working order 

The usual sewing supplies-needles, pins, scissors, thread, etc. 

 

***Pre-class Prep*** 

Cut all your pieces before class: Outside tote, Lining, batting, and handle pieces.  

Make handles for both totes from accent fabric. Width of handles is your 

preference. You can also use nylon strapping too. For 1” wide handles, cut two 

strips of fabric 4” wide by 26” and 1” of batting strip for both. For 2” wide 

handles, cut two strips 8” by 26” and 2” batting strips for both. I put a one-inch-

wide handle on the Panel Tote and a two-inch handle on the Zipper Tote. 

 



 

Cutting Directions for Zipper Tote: 

----Cut Fabric as directed below, and do the same for the Lining and Fleece and 

woven interfacing/bosal: 

1.  From Panel, cut two pieces 17-1/2 x 14. ( I cut one at the top of the panel and 

one from the bottom of the panel. Then there is enough left from the panel to cut 

#3 below.  This is the Front and Back. 

2. On the fold from accent fabric, cut a rectangle piece 21-3/4 x 6-1/4. This is the 

Bottom and Side. 

3. From remaining panel pieces, cut two pieces 17-1/2 x 3-3/4. This is the Top. 

4. Cut out pieces for handles. 

 

Cutting Directions for Drawstring Bag: 

1. From Panel, cut two rectangles 21-3/4 x 23-3/4 for the Front and Back. (I cut 

one at the top of the panel and one from the bottom of the panel). For the 

bottom panel, wyou will be short, so you will need to add a piece of accent fabric 

to the panel so the front and back are the same size.  Approximately 8.5 x 23-3/4. 

2.  From Accent Fabric:  

a.  Cut two 23-3/4 x 26-1/4 for lining.  

b.  (Cut three 2-1/2 strips by WOF for draw cord-unless you are using pre-made 

cording) 

c.  One 13 x 18-1/2 piece for lining pocket. 

d.  Handles as explained above 



e. Gussets: four 2 x 23-1/2” strips 

          two 2 x 21-3/4” strips 

3.  Fusible Fleece Batting: 

a.  Two 21-3/4 x 23-1/2 rectangles for tote Front and Back. 

b. Cut for handles as directed above.  

  

ALL NOTIONS PURCHASED DURING CLASS WILL BE 10% OFF.  

  

Rules and Regulations:  Class fees are due in full at the time of registration.  A 

place in the class can be held with full payment, including phone registrations.  

Your payment is your commitment to the class and to your instructor.  We 

reserve the right to cancel a class one (1) week in advance if a minimum of three 

(3) students is not met.  Refunds will be made if the minimum enrollment is not 

met.   You must give a 14-day notice to cancel a class or transfer to another class.   

There will be NO exceptions to the above rules. 

 

 

 

 


